MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: UTD for MAP 087-16(I) -- Indeterminate Temporary Duty (ITDY) Travel Allowances

1. SYNOPSIS: Corrects allowances for dependent travel allowances when a member executes travel on ITDY. Dependent allowances may only be authorized if the member’s ITDY order does not provide for return to the PDS, in which case the member would travel under PCS allowances.

2. The attached clarifying revision is forwarded for information purposes only. No coordination or comments are required.

3. This revision was initiated by the DTMO Policy Reform Team.

4. These changes are scheduled to appear in the JTR, dated 1 August 2016.

5. This determination is effective when printed in the JTR.

6. Action Officer: Tim Haddix (timothy.g.haddix.civ@mail.mil).

//Approved//

JOEL T. RIDENOUR
Chief, Policy and Regulations Branch

Attachment:
Rev 1

Uniformed E-Mail Distribution:
MAP Members  P&R Branch  PMO-DTS  GSA-3FT  GSA-OGP(MTT)  DTMO  PPC
JTR REVISIONS

4900-3C:  

C. **Allowances**

1. **DLA.** DLA is payable to a member when dependents relocate under an ITDY order. See pars. 5450 and 5442-T.

2. **Dependent Transportation.** Dependent transportation is authorized under this Part the same as for PCS.

3. **MALT**
   *a. The MALT in par. 5156 applies unless the dependent accompanies the member to the TDY location traveling in the same POC.

   *b. If the dependent travels as a passenger, no MALT is payable for the dependent since the member receives PCS mileage.

4. **HHG Transportation.** See par. 4550 for HHG transportation.
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C. Allowances

1. DLA. DLA is payable to a member when dependents relocate under an ITDY order. See pars. 5450 and 5442-T.

2. Dependent Transportation. Dependent transportation is authorized under this Part the same as for PCS.

3. MALT

   *a. The MALT in par. 5156-A applies unless the dependent accompanies the member to the TDY location traveling in the same POC.

   *b. If the dependent travels as a passenger, no MALT is payable for the dependent since the member receives PCS+TDY mileage.

4. HHG Transportation. See par. 4550 for HHG transportation.